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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

IF A > 18 AND G = M THEN X = C
A = Age

G = Gender

M = Male

X = Human being

C = Conscript

That’s what we called an algorithm



MEANING OF CONCEPTS

Big Data: a way to analyze and systematically extract information from 
data sets that are too large or complex to be dealt with by traditional 
data-processing software

Algorithm: a set of rules that precisely defines a sequence of operations

Machine learning (ML): computer algorithms that improve automatically 
through experience by (big) data

Artificial intelligence (AI): the analysis of data to model some aspect of 
the world. Inferences from these models are then used to predict and 
anticipate possible future events.”

“If its written in Powerpoint, it's probably AI

If it's in Python, it’s machine learning”



DOES AI REALY EXCIST?

What is intelligence? Creativity? Understanding?

Can a AI system operate when there wasn't any historical data?

https://jurisays.com/

Despite of all the recent developments: All those so called AI are statistic tools on historical 

data and extrapolate the outcome to the future. That is what they call prediction.

https://jurisays.com/


CURRENT LIMITATIONS OF ML-SYSTEMS

 Enormous data hunger 

 Data usually has to be labeled by people 

 No innate skills (not everything is learned) 

 Correlations instead of causal connections 

 Little common sense (implicit knowledge) 

 Good in static world, much less in a dynamic world 

 Lack of transparency: computer says 'no', but why?



ETHICAL CHARTER ON THE USE OF AI IN 
JUDICIAL SYSTEMS AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT 

PRINCIPLE (1) OF RESPECT FOR FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS: 

ensure that the design and implementation of artificial intelligence tools and services are compatible with fundamental rights.

PRINCIPLE (2) OF NON-DISCRIMINATION: 

specifically prevent the development or intensification of any discrimination between individuals or groups of individuals.

PRINCIPLE (3) OF QUALITY AND SECURITY: 

with regard to the processing of judicial decisions and data, use certified sources and intangible data with models elaborated 
in a multi-disciplinary manner, in a secure technological environment.

PRINCIPLE (4) OF TRANSPARENCY, IMPARTIALITY AND FAIRNESS: 

Make data processing methods accessible and understandable, authorize external audits.

PRINCIPLE (5) “UNDER USER CONTROL”: 

preclude a prescriptive approach and ensure that users are informed actors and in control of the choices made.



FROM A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE

Transparency of decisions

Example: SyRI legislation in breach of

European Convention on Human Rights

https://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id
=ECLI:NL:RBDHA:2020:1878

https://uitspraken.rechtspraak.nl/inziendocument?id=ECLI:NL:RBDHA:2020:1878


FROM A LEGAL PERSPECTIVE

Algorithmic discrimination due to 
data bias

Example: Old facts and 

Prejudices 

Human intelligence and legal system based on norms and values tested by experience

AI (or better: ML) based on algorithm based on (big) data



BIG DATA TECHNOLOGIES: WHAT’S THE USE FOR 
THE JUDICIARY? 

Well informed litigate and judge

Giving structure and insight big and complex files

Using decision support and analyse models

Analyse operations by using BI

Improve transparency of the judiciary

Stimulate the effectiveness of or add value to the society



WHAT IS OUR CHALLENGE?

Yes, there a lot of possibilities and yes there are concerns. But a lot of them are 
hypes. So, in the Netherlands we should invest rather in digitalization and using the 
data we have then in AI, like:

- case law files (for internal and external use)

- publication of (all) court rulings (including automatic anonymize and categorize)

- supply chain in court processes

- Online court hearings, dispute resolution, etc

- ….

If there is no digital data all these concepts not even exists
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